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Countries that start with x english

Countries starting with A-Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z This list will show you all the information about countries starting with the letter X. No country was found to start with the letter X. We have a complete list of the countries of the world here, and you can search in all countries in our database. We have 239 countries in our
database, but no country in the world starts with the letter X. Wikipedia list article This is a dynamic list and may never be able to meet particular standards for integrity. You can help by adding missing items with reliable fonts. This is a list of towns and cities in the world that are believed to have 100,000 or more inhabitants, sorted alphabetically by the letter
X. Unless otherwise noted, populations are based on United Nations estimates as of 2016. [1] Index By country name: A-B • C • D-E-F • G-H-I-J-K • L-M-N-O • P-Q-R-S • T-U-V-W-Y-Z By city name:A • B • C • D • E • F • G • H • I • J • K • L • M • N • O • P • Q • R • T • T • V • W • X • Y • Z Back to home page List of cities beginning with the letter X City Country
Xai-Xai Mozambique X Mexico Xiamen China Xi'an China Xiangtan China Xiangyang China Xianning China Xiantao China Xianyang China Xiaogan China Xiaoshan China Xichang China Xilinhot China Xingcheng China Xinghua China Xingtai China Xingyi China Xinji China Xinxiang China Xinyang China Xinyi China Xinyu China Xinzhou China Xo'jayli
Uzbekistan Xochimilco Mexico Xuancheng China Xuchang China See also world's largest cities References Population of capital cities and cities of 100,000 and more united Nations Statistics Division , accessed August 24, 2006 - Population of capital and cities of 100,000 or more: 2016 (PDF), recovered on December 2, 2018 Obtained from 2Not allowed to
edit this page, for the following reasons: Your IP address is in a range that has been blocked on all Wikimedia Foundation wikis. The block was made by Jon Kolbert (meta.wikimedia.org). The given reason is Open Proxy: Colocation webhost - Contact stewards if affected. Block Start: 17:18, November 15, 2019 Block Expiration: 17:18, February 15, 2022
Your current IP address is 88.198.48.21 and the blocked range is 88.198.0.0/16. Include all of the above details in any queries you make. If you think it was blocked by mistake, you can find additional information and instructions in the no open proxies global policy. Otherwise, to discuss the block please post a review request on Meta-Wiki or submit email to
the administrators' OTRS queue in including all of the above details. You cannot currently edit Wikipedia. You can still view pages, but you can't currently edit, move, or create pages. Editing from 88.198.0.0/16 has been blocked (disabled) by Elockid for the following reasons: The IP address you are currently using has been blocked because it is believed to
be a web host provider or placement provider. To prevent abuse, web hosts and placement providers can be blocked from editing Wikipedia. You will not be able to edit Wikipedia using a web host or placement provider. Because the web host acts as a proxy or VPN, because it hides its IP address, it has been blocked. To prevent abuse, these IP addresses
can be blocked to edit Wikipedia. If you have no other way to edit Wikipedia, you will need to apply for an IP block exemption. If you do not think you are using a web host, you can appeal this block by adding the following text on your discussion page: Unlock, Reason, or Trapped by a placement web host block, but this host or IP is not a web host. My IP
address is _______. Find out more here. ~~~~}}. You must fill in the blank with your IP address for this block to be investigated. Your IP address can be determined by whatismyip.com. Alternatively, if you want to keep your IP address private, you can use the unlock request system. If you are using a Wikipedia account, you will need to request an IP blocking
exemption by using the unlock template or by submitting an appeal using the entry unlock request system. Administrators: The IP block exemption user right should only be applied to allow users to edit using the web host in exceptional circumstances, and should typically be directed to the officials team by email. If you intend to give the IPBE user right, a
CheckUser needs to take a look at the account. This can be requested more easily in SPI Quick Checkuser Requests. Unlocking an IP or IP range with this template is highly discouraged without at least contacting the blocking manager. This block has been configured to expire: 15:28, December 12, 2020. Even if it's blocked, you'll usually still be able to edit
your user conversation page and send an email to other publishers and administrators. Other useful links: Blocking policy policy blocking the user name policy blocking policy ? Attractive Blocks: Policy and Guide If the lock notice is unclear, or does not appear to be related to your actions, please ask for help as described in Help:I have been blocked. You can
view and copy the source of this List of cities starting with the letter X x class classable wikitable border 1 ! City!! Country - - [[Xai-Xai]] •MOZ- - [[Xalapa]] MEX [[Xiamen]] •CHN- [[Xi'an]] •CHN- [[Xiangtan]] •CHN- [[Xiangyang]] •CHN- [[Xianning]] •CHN- [[Xiantao]] •CHN- [[Xianyang]] |- | [[Xiaogan]] •CHN- [[Xiaoshan District? Xiaoshan]] •CHN- [[Xichang]] •CHN-
[[Xilinhot]] •CHN- [[Xingcheng]] •CHN- [[Xinghua, Jiangsu? Xinghua]] •CHN- [[Xingtai]] •CHN- [[Xingyi City? Xingyi]] •CHN- [[Xining]] •CHN- [[Xinji]] •CHN- [[Xintai]] •CHN- [[Xinxiang]] •CHN- [[Xinyang]] •CHN- [[Xinyi, Guangdong? Xinyi]] •CHN- [[Xinyu]] •CHN- [[Xinzhou]] •CHN- [[Xo'jayli]] •UZB- - [[Xochimilco]] MEX [[Xuancheng]] •CHN- [[Xuchang]] CHN
Return to the list of towns and cities with 100,000 or more inhabitants/city name: X. Obtained 000_or_more_inhabitants/cityname:_X Good Night, Simple Question: Is There a Country Starting with X in Any Language? Thanks in advance. I can't think of any in Portuguese unless you count legendary lands like Shangrila (Xangrilá). But I bet you'll find one in
Galician. That's a strange question. (but an interesting one, however, since I can't think of any!) One thing I can think of is the Chinese of Singapore. If we write it in Pinyin, it starts with X加玻 xin1 jia1 po1 Conforms to the criteria? I can't think of any in Portuguese unless you count legendary lands like Shangrila (Xangrilá). But I bet you'll find one in Galician.
Galego (beautiful lol language &lt;3) Xamaica - Jamaica Xapón - Japan Xeorxia - Georgia Xibuti - Djibouti Xordania - Jordan No x in Italian, no countries starting with x. How do I pronounce the x in Xanten? Like English x in fix. Thank you. It's an unusual initial sound for a Germanic word, isn't it? Could you tell us a little bit about his etymology? Wikipedia tells
you something about. There must be tons in Catalan, but the first one I can think of is Xina. One thing I can think of is the Chinese of Singapore. If we write it in Pinyin, start with X. Yo! I am very honored that my little country comes to your mind. If this meets the criteria, then I will contribute to Syria - 叙利亚 xu4 li4 ya4. There is no X in Serbian Latin (neither
are W, Q and Y). However, X in Serbian Cyrillic is in fact Latin H so there are countries that start with X (H) like Hrvatska / (Croatia) etc. XinJiang is a province now within Chinese borders. Since the local population is not Chinese (they have not at least), they are Muslims, and it is a self-government province, I think it might appear here Note that the name
comes from the Chinese pinyin疆 (x'n ji'ng), so I know there is no other name of this country. I can't think of anything in Persian. If there are, its phonetic value would probably be x in Russian, Arabic, Hebrew, etc. Or a German ch plus gutter or scottish ch. There must be in Catalan, but the first to occur to me is Xina. Not tons, but you could think of three: (la)
Xina (China), Xile (Chile) and Xipre (Cyprus). The X sounds like sh in shoe, but a lot of people pronounce it as Spanish ch. XinJiang is a province now within Chinese borders. Since the local population is not Chinese (they have not at least), they are Muslims, and it is a self-government province, I think it could appear here in Spanish we call it Albanian
Chinese Turkestan uses the digraph &lt;xh&gt; for the /ʤ /sound, so they spell Djibouti and Jamaica as Xhibuti and Xhihamaka. Not in Polish, as far as I know. Nor in Greek, in Greek, there is only one Greek city whose name begins with [k͜s] &gt; Ξάνθη [ˈk͜san.'i] (fem.) in the ne hour of Greece, which is also the name of its prefecture of the same name
(county). You must log in or register to respond here. Here. &lt;/xh&gt;
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